Objective We describe a novel, crowdsourcing method for generating a knowledge base of problememedication pairs that takes advantage of manually asserted links between medications and problems. Methods Through iterative review, we developed metrics to estimate the appropriateness of manually entered problememedication links for inclusion in a knowledge base that can be used to infer previously unasserted links between problems and medications. Results Clinicians manually linked 231 223 medications (55.30% of prescribed medications) to problems within the electronic health record, generating 41 203 distinct problememedication pairs, although not all were accurate. We developed methods to evaluate the accuracy of the pairs, and after limiting the pairs to those meeting an estimated 95% appropriateness threshold, 11 166 pairs remained. The pairs in the knowledge base accounted for 183 127 total links asserted (76.47% of all links). Retrospective application of the knowledge base linked 68 316 medications not previously linked by a clinician to an indicated problem (36.53% of unlinked medications). Expert review of the combined knowledge base, including inferred and manually linked problememedication pairs, found a sensitivity of 65.8% and a specificity of 97.9%. Conclusion Crowdsourcing is an effective, inexpensive method for generating a knowledge base of problememedication pairs that is automatically mapped to local terminologies, up-to-date, and reflective of local prescribing practices and trends.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Typical electronic health records (EHRs) contain a variety of patient data elements almost universally organized by content type, including medications, laboratory results, problems, allergies, notes, visits, health maintenance items, and many others. 1 2 While these elements are necessary, clinical care and medical decision making are most often organized around clinical conditions. For example, a clinician may want to know about all laboratory results, medications, and notes related to a particular patient's diabetes or hypertension. There is significant evidence to suggest that suboptimal presentations of clinical data in clinical information systems can impair medical decision making, contribute to medical errors, and reduce quality. 3e6 With the enormous quantity of data housed within the EHR, this can also lead to frustration and inefficiency, often causing important clinical data to be overlooked. 7 8 Efforts to simplify the way EHRs provide information to the end-user comprise an important area of investigation. 2 Problem-oriented summaries of patients' EHRs may provide a means for optimizing the efficiency, quality, and safety of patient care by clinicians, especially in the setting of large quantities of electronically available data. 9e12 The development of such summaries requires knowledge about the inter-relationships between data elements in the record. The most common and salient link type is the 'treats' or 'is treated by' link between medications and problems. Linking medications and problems enables additional functionality in EHRs, such as problem-oriented presentations of the medication list for clinicians and patients, indication-based prescribing, problem inference, various types of error detection, and more specific clinical decision support.
However, various difficulties exist with current procedures for linking medications and problems. Some standard terminologies and commercial and publicly available knowledge bases are available that contain selected information on medicationeproblem links. 13 14 Development of these knowledge bases is difficult and expensive, and they require considerable maintenance. Similarly, knowledge bases linking other types of necessary clinical data, such as problems linked to laboratory results (ie, 'diagnoses,' 'is diagnosed by,' 'is monitored by'), are not currently available. Data mining techniques for inferring such relationships have been proposed, including using association-rule mining to find frequency-based links 15e17 or literature-mining approaches to extract links from freetext sources, 18e20 but these approaches have important limitations and are generally biased toward more common links, often omitting infrequent links. Clinicians can also be asked to manually link medications or other data elements to problems. However, because such linking by clinicians is frequently optional in clinical systems and can be burdensome, it is most often underutilized, and linking can be incomplete or incorrect. 21 We propose a novel crowdsourcing method for inferring medicationeproblem inter-relationships that takes advantage of manually asserted links between medications and problems. Crowdsourcing, which is defined as outsourcing a task to a group or community of people, 22 23 can facilitate rapid generation of a large knowledge base. For example, Wikipedia, a free internet encyclopedia, depends on contributions from the public, and it was found to have accuracy comparable to the Encyclopedia Britannica. 24 Crowdsourcing has also been utilized in pharmaceutical research to develop drug discovery resources 25 and among patients to share treatment, symptom, progression, and outcome data. 26 27 One preliminary report proposes the use of crowdsourcing to create SNOMED CT subsets. 28 However, no prior study has utilized crowdsourcing to generate clinical knowledge within an existing clinician workflow.
We utilized crowdsourcing to generate a problememedication knowledge base. In the described scenario, clinician EHR users represent the community or crowd, and generating probleme medication pairs represents the outsourced task. In this paper, we describe a method for identifying accurate probleme medication pairs obtained through crowdsourcing, which we validated through expert review.
METHODS

Study setting
We conducted the study at a large, multi-specialty, ambulatory academic practice that provides medical care for adults, adolescents, and children throughout the Houston community. Clinicians utilized Allscripts Enterprise Electronic Health Record (v11.1.7; Chicago, Illinois, USA) to maintain patient notes and problem lists, order and view the results of laboratory tests, and prescribe medications. Clinicians are required to manually link medications to an indication within the patient's clinical problem list for all medications ordered through e-prescribing ( figure 1) 
Method development Identification of problememedication pairs
We first retrieved medications from the clinical data warehouse that had been entered and linked to one or more problems during the study period. We excluded problem entries with an ICD-9 V code (eg, V70.0dNormal Routine History and Physical), as these concepts are for supplementary classification of factors and are not clinical problems, although they are frequently added to the problem list for billing purposes.
During the study period, 867 clinicians linked 231 223 medications (55.30%) to a problem (239 469 total links). The links included 41 203 distinct problememedication pairs, comprised of 4903 distinct medications (46.91% of medications ordered at least once) and 4676 distinct problems (20.96% of problems entered at least once). Of the links, 25 434 (61.73%) were asserted more than once, 12 517 (30.38%) were asserted for more than one patient, and 12 996 (31.54%) were asserted by more than one clinician. Figure 2 illustrates the total number of known problememedication links each day during the study period. Figure 3 illustrates the number of links asserted by clinicians each day, separately including all links, and those links asserted for the first time.
Identification of correct links
During preliminary review of randomly selected probleme medication pairs, we identified a number of incorrect links (eg, simvastatin linked to hypertension). Many of these may have been entered in error during e-prescribing, while others may have been clinically justifiable with the linked problem as a secondary, related problem to the prescribed medication. However, our intended use of the knowledge base to summarize problems with indicated medications required the identification of more directly related links. We first explored the use of absolute frequency of manual links as a threshold. Including in the knowledge base only those links that had been asserted for more than one patient resulted in 12 517 distinct probleme medication pairs (30.38% of distinct pairs), accounting for 189 073 total links (78.96% of all links); however, informal review still revealed many erroneous links. Limiting inclusion to only those links asserted for more than 10 patients increased the number of correct links but reduced the number of included pairs to 1756 (4.26% of distinct links), accounting for 121 341 total links (50.67% of all links).
During the development process, we also noted that inclusion of pairs based on absolute frequency did not take into account the baseline probability of various medicationeproblem pairs occurring. For example, commonly co-occurring but unrelated pairs (eg, simvastatin and hypertension) could be erroneously linked sufficiently often to exceed a fixed threshold, and rare but strongly linked pairs (eg, magnesium and Gitelman syndrome) might not exceed the threshold even though they are correct. Therefore, we supplemented our fixed threshold with a relative threshold; for each problememedication pair, we divided the number of patients for whom that link had been asserted by the number of patients with both the medication and problem in their record without regard to link. The ratio can be interpreted as the proportion of patients receiving a particular drug and with a particular problem for which a link between the drug and problem has been manually asserted; a ratio of 1.0 indicates that all patients with the specific drug and problem had that link asserted.
We stratified problememedication pairs into threshold groups using patient link frequency into 1, 2, 3e4, 5e9, or $10 and link ratio values into <0.1, 0.1e0.19, 0.2e0.29, 0.3e0.49, or $0.5. We then evaluated 100 randomly selected problememedication pairs from each group to determine a threshold for which links could be considered appropriate to use for inference of new links. An investigator (JAM), blinded to the threshold values, determined for each pair whether each medication was appropriate for use in the treatment of the manually linked problem according to the Lexi-Comp drug database (Wolters Kluwer, Hudson, Ohio, USA), a free-text resource, curated by pharmacists and pharmacology experts, that is commonly utilized by clinicians at our institution to look up drug information. The proportions of appropriate links in each group are shown in table 1. An increase in the number of patient links and the link ratio corresponded positively with link appropriateness.
We selected 95% estimated appropriateness (cells indicated with an asterisk in table 1) as the threshold for pairs included in the knowledge base to be used to infer new problememedication links for medications that were not linked by clinicians. Thus, we included those problememedication pairs with either a link ratio $0.2 and having at least two patient links, a link ratio $0.1 and having at least three patient links, or having at least 10 patient links. The resulting knowledge base included 11 166 distinct Figure 2 Number of known problememedication links by day during the study period. The link ratio is the proportion of patients receiving a particular drug and with a particular problem for whom a link between the drug and problem has been manually asserted. *Groups meeting the 95% or greater appropriateness threshold.
problememedication pairs (27.10% of distinct links), which were comprised of 2537 distinct medications and 1575 problems (see supplementary online data). The pairs in the knowledge base accounted for 183 127 total manual links asserted by clinicians (76.47% of all links).
Method validation Application of the knowledge base
Using the knowledge base of manually linked probleme medication pairs that met the selected threshold, we retrospectively inferred links between co-occurring medications and problems for patients during the study period. For each problememedication pair, we recorded separately whether a clinician manually linked the pair and whether application of the knowledge base inferred a link between the pair. We determined the number of new links inferred and the number of previously unlinked medications that were linked to a problem with the knowledge base.
Evaluation of the knowledge base
To evaluate the utility of the knowledge base, we randomly selected 100 patients with at least two medications to determine whether the retrospectively inferred links were appropriate and whether unlinked medications should have been linked. Two investigators (MJO, DB) independently reviewed 55 patient charts to identify true medication indications, 10 of which overlapped with the other reviewer (100 total reviewed patients). For each potential problememedication pair (ie, the Cartesian product of each patient's problem list and medication list), the reviewers indicated whether a link would be appropriate or inappropriate according to a documented indication in the patient's chart or the Lexi-Comp gold standard. Therefore, a medication could have more than one indicated problem, and a problem could have more than one medication involved in its treatment. We calculated inter-rater reliability for the overlapping charts using the k statistic. A third investigator (JAM) reviewed each case to determine the appropriateness of the link when the reviewers disagreed. With these results, we estimated the sensitivity and specificity of the knowledge base. This study was approved by The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston's Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (HSC-SHIS-10-0238).
RESULTS
Inference of problememedication links
After retrospective analysis using the knowledge base of only those links meeting the threshold criteria, we linked 68 316 previously unlinked medications to problems (36.53% of 186 998 unlinked medications), inferring 229 251 previously unasserted links. Manually linked and automatically linked medications totaled 299 539 (71.62%) linked medications, a difference increase of 16.32% compared to manual links alone. Of the 118 682 medication instances that could not be linked using the knowledge base, 27 554 (23.22%) corresponded to links that had been previously asserted by a clinician but did not meet the threshold criteria for inclusion in the knowledge base. Of the 91 128 remaining unlinked medication instances, 23 006 (25.25%) were for 5550 distinct medications that had never been linked to a problem by a clinician and were therefore not included in the knowledge base. Also among the remaining unlinked medication instances were 18 452 medications (20.25%) occurring for 4671 patients with no problem list entries; 17 008 of these (4580 patients) were for medications that had been linked previously and were included in the knowledge base.
Accuracy of inferred problememedication links
The 100 randomly selected patients for evaluation included 11 029 potential problememedication pairs (669 medications and 1200 problems) with 356 pairs manually linked by clinicians. The knowledge base generated 611 linked pairs; manually linked pairs and knowledge base linked pairs totaled 698 problememedication links.
Reviewers agreed on the appropriateness of probleme medication pairs for 94.5% of pairs (k¼0.68). After resolving disagreements, the reviewers determined that 726 potential pairs were appropriate links. Compared to expert review, manual links by clinicians achieved a sensitivity of 42.8% and specificity of 99.6%, and links inferred by the knowledge base achieved a sensitivity of 56.2% and specificity of 98.0%. Evaluation of links either asserted manually by clinicians or inferred from the knowledge base found a sensitivity of 65.8% and specificity of 97.9% (table 2) .
DISCUSSION
We developed a knowledge base for problememedication links by applying crowdsourcing techniques, collecting manual links asserted by clinicians between medications and clinical problems during e-prescribing. The methods for generating the knowledge base may be easily adopted by other institutions that have implemented EHRs allowing clinicians to link medications to clinical problems, requiring only that the institution extract the links and determine the local threshold for link inclusion in the knowledge base (ie, which patient frequency and link ratio groups had sufficient appropriateness).
The resulting knowledge base of problememedication pairs has a number of potential uses. First, the knowledge base can assist semi-automation of problem-oriented clinical summaries, which may allow clinicians to provide more efficient, comprehensive care. 11 Using only those links with an estimated appropriateness greater than 95% in the retrospective analysis, we increased the number of linked medications at the end of the study period from 55% to 72%, which would result in a more complete summary of patient medications compared to one generated only by manual links. The knowledge base can also be used to suggest links during e-prescribing, reducing clinician workload and potentially increasing the accuracy of linked problems and medications. Finally, the knowledge base can be used to identify undocumented patient problems for those medications that cannot be linked to an entry in a patient's problem list, contributing to the Stage 1 Meaningful Use goal of maintaining an up-to-date problem list of current and active diagnoses. 29 Among medications not linked using the knowledge base, 20% were ordered for patients with no problem list entries, and 92% of these medications existed in the knowledge base from which a problem may have been inferred and added to the patient's problem list.
These findings also have significant implications beyond application of the problememedication knowledge base; the use of crowdsourcing to generate knowledge has revolutionized the creation and use of encyclopedias, 24 and it could have similar results in the EHR knowledge domain. One alternative to generating such knowledge is the use of existing knowledge bases, whether open standards-based or proprietary. However, this approach often requires the substantial time-consuming effort of mapping local data elements to the source elements, as EHRs frequently implement coding schemas that differ from standardized terminologies, and the results are still frequently incomplete or inaccurate.
30e32 Data mining techniques represent another approach to generating knowledge bases, providing a localized solution for generating problememedication links. Still, these methods can require large amounts of data and significant computational resources, and may result in a number of spurious associations due to commonly co-occurring but unrelated medications and problems.
15e17 Knowledge base development through crowdsourcing is advantageous compared to these existing methods. Like data mining techniques, crowdsourcing allows the development of a knowledge base that uses the system's existing coding schema, eliminating the need to map data elements, a step which alone can be a source of errors. Crowdsourcing also allows the generation of clinical content without the need for external resources, using methods already existing in clinical workflows for a short period of time. Because the knowledge is generated using links asserted by clinicians, accuracy is likely to be high, and methods can be applied to only retain the data most likely to be correct. Further, as clinicians continue to assert links, the appropriateness metrics can be reassessed to include an increased number of links with higher accuracy; thus, the knowledge base improves over time. Finally, clinicians can continuously generate new knowledge as new clinical knowledge is available, such as new medications or new uses for existing medications. This allows an institution to always maintain an up-to-date knowledge base without spending considerable resources for updating an external knowledge base or repeating alternate methods for generating the knowledge.
Limitations
The crowdsourcing method for generating problememedication links has some limitations. Like data mining methods, resulting knowledge bases may not be easily generalized for adoption in other settings with different underlying clinical terminologies. However, the methods may be more easily reproduced with less computational effort required by implementers. Generation of shared knowledge bases using links asserted by clinicians at multiple institutions may improve the generalizability.
Another limitation is the potential for clinicians to make incorrect links. Our proposed methods for calculating the appropriateness of links at various patient frequency and link ratio thresholds and selection of only those links in threshold groups estimated to be accurate for inclusion in the resulting knowledge base can help overcome this limitation. Further, although we selected an appropriateness cut-off of 95% appropriateness for inclusion of our resulting knowledge base, other knowledge base use cases may require a higher sensitivity or specificity and therefore may require the developer to select an alternate cut-off to meet the specific needs for that application.
Finally, because clinicians are only required to link e-prescribed medications to problems, medications that are added to the patient's chart but never e-prescribed, such as over-the-counter medications or supplements, are likely to be missing from our knowledge base. Combining the crowdsourcing approach with data mining, ontology-based, or other knowledge acquisition methods may contribute to the development of a more complete knowledge base.
Future work
Future work includes improving methods for evaluating the appropriateness of the problememedication pairs in the knowledge base. An initial approach to improving the appropriateness involves increasing the size of the dataset to include links from multiple institutions, allowing higher frequency restrictions in the evaluation process. In addition to evaluating the pairs based on the patient link frequency and link ratio, we can also evaluate the pairs based on a reputation score of the clinician asserting the link, a metric that has previously been employed in e-commerce and online forum settings. This could be adapted by calculating the percentage of links asserted by a clinician that are shared by other clinicians to predict which clinicians have a percentage of appropriate links meeting the inclusion cut-off, and links asserted by clinicians meeting the cut-off would be included in the knowledge base in addition to those meeting the patient link frequency and link ratio threshold cut-offs.
We can also further this work by expanding the knowledge base to include additional clinical data elements that would also be beneficial in a clinical summary. For example, clinicians are also frequently required to link laboratory test orders to problems within the EHR, and the same methods could be applied to generate a problemelaboratory result pair knowledge base.
Finally, our findings that some manually asserted links are incorrect implicate a variety of scenarios meriting further research. Some incorrect links may persist as juxtaposition errors, where users unknowingly make a wrong selection by selecting the incorrect item that is adjacent to the correct item, which frequently results from poor system design. 33 In one example, simvastatin is linked to hypertension instead of hypercholesterolemia when the two are adjacent in a long list of patient problems. Future work can identify the proportion of incorrect links that are related to juxtaposition errors, missing problem list entries, or other entry error, indicating a need for improved user interfaces, interventions to populate the problem list, and clinician education, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Crowdsourcing is an effective, inexpensive method for generating an accurate, up-to-date problememedication knowledge base, which healthcare information systems can employ to generate problem-oriented summaries or infer missing problem list items to improve patient safety. Further research may improve the sensitivity of the knowledge base and expand the use of crowdsourcing to other EHR data types.
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